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ADAMS PERIODICITY IN STABLE HOMOTOPY 
M. C. CRABB and K. KNAPP 
$0. INTRODUCTION 
LET p be a prime and M, = So upel be the Moore spectrum for Z/p’. Recall that Adams [l] 
constructed stable self maps 
B,:Z.“M,+ M, 
inducing isomorphisms in KO-theory. We shall call these maps Adams periodicity operators. 
If we use the Moore spectrum to introduce mod p’coefficients into a cohomology theory E 
then B, operates on E* (X; Z/p”). The dimension shift s is given by s = s(a) = 2(p - 1)~“~ ’ if p 
is odd and max { 8,2”- ’ > if p = 2. In general there are several choices for B, if we insist only on 
the property that B, induces an isomorphism in KO-theory. 
Elements x E rr; (M.) with E(x) # 0 for all m E N are usually called Adams or ul-periodic. 
Results of Mahowald for p = 2 [8] [7] and Miller for p # 2 [lo] show that for (I = 1 the 
Adams periodic elements are precisely those detected by the e-invariant. This is nicely 
expressed by describing the localization of ti* (M,) with respect o the operator B, as follows. 
Let Ad*( -) denote the generalized cohomology theory defined as the fibre of the Adams 
operation II/” - 1 on periodic p-local K&theory (see $1). By the 5-lemma B, induces an 
isomorphism on Ad* (X; Z/p’), hence Ad* (X; Z/p’) [B; ‘1 = Ad* (X; Z/p’). There is a 
Hurewicz map hA : n,*(X) + Ad* (X). Then 
THEOREM (Mahowald, Miller). hA induces an isomorphism K: (X; Z/p) [B; ‘1 
z Ad*(X; Z/p). 
Mahowald and Miller derived their results using spectral sequence techniques. The 
purpose of this note is to give a simple, more elementary proof which generalizes to the case 
a > 1. We shall construct B, such that 
THEOREM 1. hA induces an isomorphism rt,*(X; Z/p”)[B,‘] S Ad*(X; 22/p’). 
Moreover we shall derive bounds on the order of the ul-torsion in rr: (X; E/p”), that is, if 
x E rrf (X; Z/p”) is an element which is not Adams periodic, estimate the number of iterates 
needed for B:(x) to vanish. 
THEOREM 2. Let X be afinite complex, suppose x is in ker (h,, : z! (X; E/p”) -+ Adj(X; E/p”)) 
andksutisfes k.s(u)-j-42 Oand (p-l)k.s(u)2dimX-j+3.Then Bt(x)=O. 
The important point in our approach is the possibility of defining B, as an im( J)class. 
The proof that hA (x) = 0 implies g(x) = 0 for some k then goes essentially parallel to the 
classical proof that v.0 = 0 where v, c are the generators of n;,rr;. 
It is also possible to deduce Theorem 1 from the results of Mahowald and Miller by an 
inductive argument. This has also been done recently by L. Schwartz and S. Oka for p odd 
using a different construction for B,. We include here an inductive argument covering the case 
p = 2 as well. 
In 01 we recall the necessary facts about Ad-theory and the J-map and give our definition 
of B,. The proofs of Theorems 1 and 2 are contained in $2 for the odd primes and in $3 for 
p = 2. A connected version of Theorem 2 is proved in $4. 
Applications of Theorem 2 can be found in [S]. 
We shall use the following notation throughout the paper. X will stand for a finite 
complex with base point. If E is a generalized cohomology theory defined by a spectrum E and 
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Y, Z are finite CW-spectra we shall write E* {Y, Z) for (Y, Z A E) *. Let C, be the mapping cone 
of S’ + S’, 2 H#, and M,: = E:-‘C, the Moore spectrum of Z/p*. Thus, for example, 
x:(X; Z/p”): = n:{X;M,}. We write p and B for the maps in the cofibre sequence 
B 
So -f: M, --, S’, that is reduction mod pa and the Bockstein respectively. The induced 
operation of B, is denoted by B, again. All (co-) homology theories which occur will be taken 
as reduced theories. 
$1. Ad-THEORY AND THE j,-MAP 
To define canonical Adams periodicity operators we need a particular generalization of 
the classical J-homomorphism. Let p be a fixed prime and choose a generator k of (Z/p’)* 
(k = 3 for p = 2). Recall that the Adams operation $’ extends to a stable operation in p-local 
K-theory and that there exists a generalized cohomology theory Ad* fitting into the exact 
sequence 
+ Ad’(X): KOi(X),,,‘k~l KOi(X)c,, -: Ad’+‘(X) +. 
Denote by ko* ( - l)-connected KO-theory and by kspin* its 2-connected cover. Then we 
have a similar exact sequence 
d P-1 i 
--, A’(X) -+ ko’(X),,, + k spin’(X)(,, + A”’ (X) + 
defining a connected version A* of Ad-theory. For a connected spectrum Z we have Ad’(Z) 
2 A’(Z) for p # 2; this is true also for p = 2 if Z is l-connected. 
There are Hurewicz maps hA : a:(X) + A*(X), hA : n:(X) + Ad*(X) such that d J hA = hi, 
where hi is the Hurewicz map of K-theory. 
The relation between A-theory and im( J) may be formulated as follows. Let BSF denote 
the classifying space for oriented spherical fibrations, d the fibre of $” - 1 and J: Spin + SF 
the classical J-homomorphism restricted to Spin. A solution of the Adams conjecture 
provides us with a map a in the following diagram of classifying spaces (localized at p). 
j P-1 
Spin - f> BO-----+ B Spin 
J 
Spin ------+ SF ---+ SF/Spin F B Spin 
HerejA is the induced map between fibres and for X connected A’(X) = [X. f], [X, SF ] 
z 7r,O (X) (as a set). 
At odd primes, j, is unique if we fix a. For p = 2 two different choices ofjA (for fixed z) 
differ by an element in the image of the classical J-homomorphism. In the following we shall 
work with a fixed choice of a and jA and, in particular, our construction of Adams periodicity 
operators will depend on this choice. 
For a connected space X the J-map (restricted to Spin) factors through A’: 
j.4 
J:KSpin-l(X): A’(X)-+nf(X),,, 
It is then proved in [12] for p # 2 and in [9] for p = 2 that the composition hA 0 jA is a 
bijection. Note that jA is linear if X is a suspension. If p # 2 or if p = 2 and X is simply 
connected we may consider jA as a map jA : Ad’(X) + R:(X),,,. 
Observe that im (jA) is usually larger than im (J) since the map induced by d may be non- 
zero. For example, on S” at p = 2 im (jA) consists of im (J ) and the p, VP-family of Adams. At 
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p # 2 there is no difference between the two. This also describes A, (SO). We shall construct B. 
as an element in im (j, ); it does not lie in the classical image of J. Thus the relation of B, to 
im( J) is similar to the relation of the p-family at p = 2 to im( J) in the stable homotopy 
groups of spheres. 
We shall often consider the map jA for X A C,. It will be convenient to treat this as a 
j, -map with mod p’-coefficients. Choose a fixed S-duality map for the Moore spectrum M,. 
This induces isomorphisms D,:E’(X; Z/p”) Z E’+‘(X A C,) for any cohomology theory E. 
Define for i 2 2 
j>::-‘(X; z,p$2 A*-‘(XA C.,? n;-‘(XA C,) 2 n;‘(X; h/p”). 
Then j: is natural with respect to maps of spaces and compatible with reduction and 
Bockstein maps to integer coefficients (as long as i 2 2). If i 2 3 thenj”, is independent of the 
choice of the duality map. We may also express the naturality properties ofj> as follows. The 
map j> : A’(X; H/p”) -+ x:(X; h/p”) is defined if X is a double suspension and a mapf: X + Y 
between double suspensions commutes with ji iffA id ,-,: X A C, --, Y A C. desuspends twice. 
Choose a generator u of K-*(SO). Then I?‘~ KF4’ (So) is independent of the choice of u. 
We call it the Bott class and denote it by u. For the Bott class in KO-“(SO) we take the 
generator mapping to the Bott class in K -*‘(So). The group K -““{M,; M,} is then generated 
by 6: = idMar\ v. 
For p odd, we call an element B E rt_‘(‘){ M,; M, } an Adams periodicity operator if h&3) 
= V under the Hurewicz map 
hK:~;S@){M,;M,} + K-S’“‘{M,;M,}. 
For p = 2 we replace K in the definition by KO. 
It is then obvious that an Adams periodicity operator B induces isomorphisms in 
(periodic) real and complex K-theory and by the 5-lemma in Ad-theory too. 
We first treat the case p odd and defer the necessary changes for p = 2 to $3. 
PROPOSITION 1.1. Let p be an odd prime. There exist unique Adams periodicity operators 
B,Eim(j~:Ad-“‘“‘{M,;M,)~R; ‘(“){M,; M,}) for a 2 1. These operators satisfy: 
(i) Ss”) : r(‘=‘Mo 2 M, : S’ generates the p-component of the classical image of J in 
G., - 1 (SO). 
(ii) B1;Eim(j”,)for k 2 1 
(iii) Compatibility 
pa+ 1) 
B 
M 
Ot L 
.+I-M,+~ 
I ! 
r r 
CPS(d M 
B: 
a -Ma 
ii Ii B 
rbZ+l)f,j 
‘.+I 
.+-l-M,+1 
commutes for a 2 1 where r and i are the canonical maps. 
Remarks. 
(a) It is proved in [4] that B, has an unstable representative 
XS((1) + 20 + 1 c D + YFa+lCo. 
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(b) For the proof of Theorems 1 and 2 we need only property (ii). 
(c) For a = 1 we have 7~;‘(r) {M,; M,} z Z/p and there is only one Adams periodicity 
operator. 
For the construction of B, consider the following diagram (k 2 1) 
Ad - k.S(0){ M,; M,} 
R - k.s’s) (A.; M,} 
' jhA 1, K-ks’“‘@,f.M,) = z,p’.c 
Ad - Iretin) {M,; M,} 
d 
Since h, oj> is an isomorphism, there exists a unique element ‘b, E Ad-k*S(“) {M,; M,) 
mapping to V under d 0 h, 0 ji . For k 2 1 define internal operators ‘B,: = j> (‘b,), B,: = ‘B, 
and external operators by k-fold composition Bi: = B, Q. . . 0 B,. Then B, is the Adams 
periodicity operator whose existence is claimed in (1.1). It satisfies (1.l.i) by naturality 
properties of j;. The proof of (ii) and (iii) is deferred to 92. 
$2. PROOF OF THEOREM 1 AND 2 FOR p # 2 
This section contains the proofs for p # 2. Proposition (2.1), (2.2), (2.4) and (2.5) are true 
for p = 2 as they stand (with ‘b, an arbitrary element in Adbk’““‘(M,; Z/p) and ‘B, = ji (kb,); 
we choose ‘ba for p = 2 in 53). To begin with, we show how desuspension properties of a 
stable mapf: X + ZjM, are related to its u,-torsion order. 
P~o~ostrro~ 2.1. Let XE R:(X; h/p’) be represented by a stable map f: X + CjM, and 
write s = s(a). Suppose that the c-fold suspension off A lMa : X A M, -+ ZiM, A M, is induced 
by a map between spaces and that k.s - 1 -j 2 c. Then ‘B,,(x) = j: (f * (‘b,)) in im ( ji ). 
Proof. Since k.s - 1 -j 2 c, the (k.s - 1 - j)-fold suspension off h l,# is induced by a 
map. Therefore the following diagram will commute. 
Ii 1: 
$?(Ek:‘” M,; Z/p”) ” -----7C,0(zkS-jX; H/p”) 
Hence ‘B,(x) = f *(kB,) = f * 0 jU, (‘b,) = j; of *(‘b,). 
P~opostrro~ 2.2. Let x E x:(X; Z/p”) be represented by the stable map f: X + C’M,. 
Suppose that the c-fold suspension of f A lMti is induced by a map and that x is in 
ker (h, :x:(X; h/p*) + Ad’(X; Z/p”)). If k satisJes k.s - 1 -j 2 c and k.s -j - 2 2 0 then 
‘B,(x) = 0. 
Proof. By (2.1) we have ‘B,(x) = j: (f *(‘b,)). Now hA(x) = 0 impliesf *: Ad*(M,; Z/p”) 
-, Ad*(X; Z/p”) is zero, since Ad*( -) is a multiplicative cohomology theory. Hence f *(‘b,) 
= 0. If p = 2 we use the fact that j, : A’(X) -+ n:(X),,, has an extensionjk to Ad’(X) for any 
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connected space X (but hA of’ need not to be bijective). Note that if k-s -j - 3 2 0 then the 
space which arises, Zks-i-2 X A C,, is simply connected, hence A”(Ek”-j-2X A C,) 
= Ad0(Ck”-‘-2X A C,). 
To obtain bounds on k which work for all x at p # 2 we use the following desuspension 
result. 
LEMMA 2.3. Let p be an odd prime, X a.finite C W-complex of dimension n and m 2 1. Then 
the stabilization map 
[CX, X2” - 2 C,] + {X, ZZrn - 2 M,} 
is onto provided n I 2mp - 4. 
Proof. This is easily derived (see, for example, case 3 of lemma 5 in [6]) from the well 
known fact that at an odd prime the stabilization map S2”- ’ + QSzm- 1 is a (2mp - 3)- 
equivalence (see e.g. [ 11 J ). 
COROLLARY 2.4. ljx is in ni(X; Z/p“) and k satisfies k*s -j - 4 2 0 and (p - 1)as.k 2 dim 
X-j +3 then ‘B,(x)Eim( j:). 
Proof. We show that under the assumptions (p - 1) k*s 2 dim X -j +3 and k-s-j - 4 
2 0 the (k-s -j - l)-fold suspension offh 1,” can be induced by a genuine map. The result 
then follows from (2.1). For p’ # 2 M, is a ring spectrum and any multiplication map induces 
a splitting M, A M, 2 M, v ZM,. 
At p # 2 we use such a splitting to decomposefh id,# and then apply (2.3). At p = 2 we 
use the classical suspension theorem to desuspendfand then take the smash product with 1,. 
(k-s -j - 2 2 0 is sufficient). 
COROLLARY 2.5. Ifx is in ker (h,: Z: (X; Z/p’) + Adj(X; H/p”)) and k satisfies k-s -j - 4 
2 0 and (p - l)rk 2 dim X -j + 3 then ‘B, (x) = 0. 
Remark. (2.5) is used in IS] to get information on the image of the Hurewicz map 
h: n:(P,b=/P,_,C)-rH,(P,C/P,-,6:; Z). 
Pno~osrrro~ 2.6. For an odd prime p and k 2 1 we have ‘B, = Bi. 
Proof: Apply (2.1) to the case of x = B,E~~@“M,; M,) and use B:(‘b,) = ‘+lb,. We 
have to check that the (s - l)-fold suspension of B, A 1,. : Z:“M, A M, + M, A M, is induced 
by a map. Using M, A M, z M, v CM, we can do this by (2.3). Hence ‘B. 0 B, = (‘+‘)B, for 
all k 2 1, which gives ‘B. = B$ 
Proofof(l.1). Proposition (2.6) proves (l.l.ii) since ‘B,~im( j$). The proof of (iii) is also 
an application of (2.6). To establish, for example, the commutativity of the upper square, one 
observes that r 0 B,, , and Bz 0 r are both in im& ). To show r 0 B, + 1 = B,P 0 r it is therefore 
enough to show h, (r 0 B,, 1) = h, (Bz or). But this follows from the fact that r 0 B,, 1 and 
B$ 0 r induce the same map in Ad-theory. 
The main difference between the odd primary case and the case p = 2 is that the proof of 
‘B o = Bt is harder at p = 2. The proof of (2.6) for p = 2 is contained in 93. The proof of 
Theorem 1 and 2 then goes as follows. 
Proposition (2.6) shows that (2.1), (2.2), (2.4) and (2.5) are true for Ba instead of ‘B, 
Corollary (2.5) is then Theorem 2. Theorem 1 follows from Theorem 2 since Ba kills the 
kernel of h, and the existence of the j:-map shows that 
h, : x:(X; H/p”) + Adj(X; H/p”) is onto for j < - 3. 
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53. PROOF FOR p = 2 
The main problem in deriving Theorems 1 and 2 for p = 2 is to show that ‘B, = Bi. First 
of all, there is more freedom in constructing B, as an im (j>)-element since Ad-‘{ M,; M,) is 
not cyclic. Another difficulty is the fact that the first four operators B,, a = 1,2,3,4, all change 
dimension by 8. To relate the operators ‘B, and Bf along the lines of (2.6) and thus prove that 
Bf: is in im( ji ) we would need desuspensions of the stable map B, four steps further than the 
usual suspension theorem gives. At least for a = 4 such an argument seems to be impossible, 
since B, does not desuspend far enough. 
We start with a = 1. 
P~o~ostrto~ 3.1. There exists an operator A E n,” { C’M, ; M, > such that 
(i) h,,(A) = Bott class 
(ii) A E im 6:) 
(iii) A admits an unstable representative C13C, -+ Z’C, 
Proof. Consider the following diagram 
Let E: S9 + M r be a coextension of E E x”s. Then p*(E) and E A id, E z,“(X;” M r, MI } are not in 
im (j:) because Eis not in im (.I). Hence they may be used to generate coker (j:) and we obtain 
The results of [13] show that E can be induced by a map S” + S3 of order 2; hence we can 
choose T. such that p*(S) and EA id, are induced by maps C”C, + C3C,. 
Now let A’:Z*M, + M, be an Adams periodicity operator such that E’A is induced 
by a map C”C, + C’C,. (An unstable X5,4 is constructed in [2]; unpublished calculations 
of S. Oka show that there exists an unstable C4A’.) By varying A’ by multiples of p*(S) and 
E A id, we obtain an operator A satisfying all the conditions of (3.1). 
We have im (j\) = Z/4A @ Z/2x @ Z/2 (~a A idhl) where x = /?* (x’) with 8, (x’) = qo, 
X’EK$ (M,). For later use we show that x desuspends to [Cr3Clr X’C,]. 
Since ti9 desuspends to [S , I5 S”] it is enough to show that qa~lr”, lifts to [S’5,X5C1]. 
Choose a coextension 6 : S* --, X’C, of the Hopf map q : S* + S’. Now G has a representative 
S15 + S*. The composition Sr5 -+ S* + X’C, is the required lift of ~a. 
ForeveryA~~~{~8M1;M1}asin(3.l)definekA~im(j~)byrequiringthath,(kA-Ak) 
= 0. Since A desuspends far enough, the method of (2.6) shows that ‘A = Ak; hence 
Theorems 1 and 2 are proved for p = 2 and a = 1. 
Remark. There exists a unique Adams periodicity operator AM: Z8MM, --* M, with 
h,,(A”) = Bott class and AM of Adams filtration 4 in the Adams spectral sequence for 
$‘{X*M, ; M ,}, but we do not know its relation to im( j:) or how far it desuspends. 
PROPOSITION 3.2. p = 2. There exists afamily of operators B, E R~-~(“‘{ M,; M,}, a 2 1, such 
that 
(i) hKo (B,) is the Bott class 
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(ii) B,Eim(j”) 
(iii) we have commutative diugrams 
and xs(o+ 1) M,+l B,,, M,+, 
r 
PM, 
I I I I & 
- M, x2S#) M 
J I I B.’ 
0 - Mu 
i 
for 1 5 a 5 3 
? ? 
i 
CS’a+l’M,+l ---%L M,,, for a 2 4. 
(iv) Bi E im (jll,) 
(v) P’ 4 Cs“” 
forsn k 2 1 
M ,,- M, + S’ generates the 2-component of the classical image of J if a 2 4 
(a subgroup of order 2” if a < 4). 
Here i and r are the maps induced by the strictly commutative squares 
with f0 (z) = (z)~“. 
Construction of B,. For a > 1 Ad-S”)k {M,; M,} Z B/2” @(Z/2)4, KO-s(“)k {M,; M,} 
= (E/2“)17 @ Z/2 and h,, is onto. 
LEMMA 3.3. There exist exactly two families of elements B, E z,““‘{ M,; M,}, a 2 1, such 
that 
(i) B,Eim(jO,) 
(ii) h,,(B,) = 6 
(iii) the diagrams in (3.2.iii) commute in Ad-theory. 
Proof. This is an exercise in Ad-theory and we give only the main steps. 
(a) Choose a class blEAd-8{MI; Ml} such that d(b,)= GEKO-*{M~; Ml) = Z/4ti. 
Then Ad-’ {M,; Ml) = Z/S. b, @ k/2. p* (y) @ 212. z, where y is a generator of 
kerjd: AdS8(MI) -, KO-*(Ml)} 2 iZ/4 and z is hA(qo~ idH). We see that there are four 
choices for bl . 
(b) For k 2 1, set bl,k: = blkEAd-8k{M1; Ml} and cl,k:= &(b,,k)EAdl-*k(M1). 
(c) Suppose that k 2 1, 8k E 0 (mod 2“-l). Define inductively c,,kE Adlmsk(M,) such that 
i*(C,,k) = co-l.k and d(Lk -fl*(V)) = OEKO’-‘~(M,,). Then show that, given brr_l,k with 
&(b,-I,,) = co-l.k, there is exactly one class b,,kE Ad-*‘{ M,; M,} such that r*(bo,k) 
= r*(b,_l.k)EAd -YMo; MO-I) and &(b.,lr) = ca.k. 
(d) Consider first the case a = 2. Write b2 = b 2,1. One finds that i*(b2)-i*(bl)iseither Oor 
the non-zero class 2p,(y)~Ad-~{M,; M2}. If we replace bl by bl +p*(y), then i*(bz) 
-i, (b,) changes by 2p, (y). If we replace b, by b, +z, then i* (b,)- i, (b,) is unchanged. 
Thus we may choose b, such that i* (b,) = i, (b, ). We fix such a bl There are two choices: b, 
and b, + z. 
(e) a > 2. The difference i*(b,.k)-i.+(b,_l,t)comes from Ad-8k(M,_1). Using i or = r oi, 
r,(b,_l.k) = r*(b,_z.k) and, inductively, i*(b,-,,k) = i,(b,_2,k), one shows that i*(b.,,) 
= i, (b,_,.,). Now define B,Eim(j”,) E x;“‘) {M,; M,) such that h, (B,) = b,.k, where 
8k = s(a). 
Let (B,) be one of the two families in (3.3). Write kB, ~im( jj) E ?I;~~(“){M,; M,J for the 
class with h, (“B, - Bak) = 0. 
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Proofof(3.2). Assuming for the moment (iv), we explain how to deduce the other results. 
(v) follows from the compatibility ofj; with /I and p. Since two stable maps in im( j:) are equal 
if their images under h, are equal, that is, if they induce the same map in Ad-theory, (v) follows 
from (iv) and (3.3.ii). 
The rest of this section is devoted to establishing (iv). We must show that ‘B, = B,‘. 
LEMMA 3.4. For all a and k 2 1 we have (‘+“B. = 2B,,~ Bf. 
Proof. Apply (2.4) to x = B,. We get ‘B,(B,) E im( j,“) for k 2 2. Hence ‘B, 0 B, = “+ l)B,, 
which implies (k+2)& = 2& o&k. 
PROPOSITION 3.5. For p =-2, k 2 1 and a 2 5 we have ‘B, = B,‘. 
Proof: We need to desuspend B, four times beyond the range of the classical suspension 
theorem. This is possible for a 2 5. Write r = 2”-‘. Then the generator of im(J) c rr:_i 
desuspends to ~2,_4(S’-~). (This follows from the theorem of Barratt-Mahowald [3]; see 
also [4].) We shall deduce that Z’-‘B, is induced by a map. Hence B, commutes with j: , 
giving B, 0 B, = 2B, as in the odd primary case. 
Let Bb: Z’:‘- ’ M, A M, + So be the stable mapcorresponding to B, under the S-duality D,. 
By construction it is in im( j,). It follows from lemma (3.6) below, using a splitting M, A M, 
2 M, v Z:M, (which exists because a > l), that the (r - 3)-fold suspension of BL is induced by 
a map. (The splitting map respects the decomposition into im( j,,) and coker ( jA) since it 
desuspends far enough.) Taking the smash product with idCa and composing with the duality 
map, we see that Ye2 B, desuspends. 
LEMMA 3.6. (a) im ( jA) G nf -‘(C,) desuspends to [Z2r-sCII, Srm3]. 
(b) im(j,) c or:-‘(C,) desuspends to [S2’-4C0, Srw3]. 
Proof. We establish first: 
(i) im(j,) E ~c;~(Ci) desuspends to [Zi+i3 Ci, S13] for i > 0, i = 6,7,8 (mod 8) 
(ii) im(j,) E n;i(So),2, desuspends to [S’+13, S13] for i > 0, i z 8,9 (mod 8). 
For (i), the cases i = 6,7,8 are in the stable range. The general result is deduced from them 
by using the operator B1. (ii) follows from (i), because p*: Ad’-’ (C,) + Ad-’ (So) is 
surjective in those dimensions. 
(a) im(j_4) C II, 2-‘(C,) is a direct sum 2/2”.X@ Z/2./3*(y), where y is the generator of 
im(j,) c rr;‘(S’),,, and x:= p*(X) is the generator of im(j”) E x,‘-‘(S’)(~, .B*(JJ) desus- 
pends to [X 2’-5C0, Y-31 by (ii), since r 2 16. For X we use the E H P-sequence 
[zZ’-5c,; S’_3]-+ n,2-‘(C,)L rrf-‘{C,; PZ3}. 
To compute the Hopf invariant H(x) of X consider the commutative diagram 
2 B’ 
---+(Pj?_,)-7r, 2-r{Cu;P~31~K:_1(P~3) 
2 8’ 2_rL.p_ i P’ I-l 
-lrj(P,Z_3)-n, 19 I”3 --rr:-l(P,“_3) 
7r;( Pc3) = Z/2 and both maps /?* are injective. Since x desuspends to Sre3, p* (H(x)) = 0. 
By (i), i*(H(x)) = 0. Therefore H(x) = 0 and X desuspends. 
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(b) Consider the diagram 
e+ 1 (SOh, 8’ =s l _‘(C,) p’ 7w0),2, 
I I 2.F’ r* 
5+1 (S0h2, 8’ ns l-‘(cl)p’ Y#S0),2, 
One checks in A-theory that im(j,) E zf-’ (C.) is equal to P*(im(j,))+ r*(im(j”)). The 
result follows from (i) and (ii). 
LEMMA 3.7. B: = ‘B1 
Proof. Thereare two Bl’s which differ by ~a A id M. From our discussion of desuspension 
in n; * { M1 ; M2 }, it follows that (at least) one of these desuspends to Z13C1 + Z5C1 and may 
be taken for A in (3.1). Now (A + qoh idy)2 = A2. Since A2 him, we have B12 l im(jj,) as 
required. 
Remark. Since B, for a 2 5 is determined by BIZ the two families coincide for a 2 5. 
The proof of (3.2. iv) is completed by 
LEMMA 3.8. For a = 2,3,4 we have Bo2 = ‘B,. 
Proof. Consider the following commutative diagrarii 
n; 7 G0),2, IL:6 (so)(?) 
I 8’ 8’ 
- x;‘~(M,) ‘* - z;‘~{M,; M,} 
B* 
-----wc;‘~(M,) 
P* _! ! 2’ PO 
xs16 (s”)(2,- n;6 (MaI 
(a) We first need p* /?, Bo2 = z4-‘p in $5(S0)(2) = Z/16.p@ iZI2.q~. By definition 
B oBo2 op lies in the Toda bracket ( 24-%, 2”, 24-“a) (1 I a ~2 4) and it is an exercise to 
show (24-‘a, 2’, 24-“a) = 25-“p with zero indeterminacy. One can also use the fact that 
E’K.~ # 0 (e.g. see [15-J) to conclude that p* o&(Bu2) is in im(J). If p*j?*(B.2) = IKmod 
im(J) then&*@* ~jl*(B~~)) f Omodim(J); but Edesuspendsfarenough tocommute withjj 
which shows that E* Bo2 E im(j,“), hence E*P*/$ (Ba2) = 0 mod im( J) giving a contradiction. 
(b) The next step is to show b, (Ba2 - ‘B,) = 0 in a; I5 (M,). By (a) j?, (B,’ - 2B,J = /l*(w) for 
some wE7~;~. 
The commutative square 
n”16 (s”),2, af6 (s”h2, 
1 
8’ 
I 
8’ 
~s-16W.) - x;‘~(M,_~) 
then shows that p*(w) must be zero, if we use 2Bo_1 - B:_l = 0 (a > 1) inductively. Hence 
2B -B ’ = p,(z) for some z~n;‘~(M.). 
(c)O The’same argument as in (a) shows p*(z) # q4, where q4 generates cok (5) in xi6 (s”)@J 
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(using E’ q4 # 0; in [IS] it is stated that q0q4 # 0, but vf/* = 0 and V+ E = 170). Hence z comes 
from R;, under /I*. But then z = 0, by the same method as in (b). 
Remark. To prove Theorem 1 it is possible to work entirely with the classical suspension 
theorem (for all primes). One first proves theorem 1 for a = 1 as above and then for a > 1 by 
induction. To do the induction step one would like to use a commutative diagram of the 
following type 
(3.9) FM1 - Z=Ms+t - Z”M, 
I Blf I B 0+1 I hP (s = s(a + 1)) 
M* - M,+I - M, 
(3.9) follows from (3.1) and (1.1. iii). But for the induction step it is only necessary to have the 
following weaker diagram 
(3.10) 
Here f, k are certain maps in imu”,) and d, a, c, E are constants depending only on p and a 
but not on I. The left hand side of this diagram is established as follows. It is enough to show 
that &+1 Q i is divisible by a certain power of B1. This is done first in Ad-theory. There is no 
problem with this since B1 is acting as an isomorphism on Ad* { MI ; M,+ 1 }. If, d, d 
are chosen appropriately everything commutes with jj giving the statement in homotopy. 
We get B,+l oi =f’ oB1 paed. Iterating this argument, using f’ instead of i, tie obtain 
&‘+ 1 oi = f 0 B1’fmd. The commutativity of the right hand side of (3.10) is proved similarly. 
$4. A CONNECTIVE VERSION 
THEOREM 3. Let Y be a (pointed) C W-complex offinite type. If (p - 1). k. s(a) 2 dim X 
- corm Y + 2, then Bf annihilates the kernel of the Hurewicz map 
h,: R,O{X;YA M,} + A’{X;Yh M.} 
to connective A-theory. 
To deduce Theorem 3 from Theorem 2 we must first recall a number of results on the 
desuspension of spaces. P and Q will denote finite CW-complexes with base-point. 
(4.1) m 2 0. Suppose P is simply connected with Hi(P; h) = 0 for i > m and H”+l(P; h) 
= 0. Then P is homotopy equivalent o a finite complex of dimension 5 m. (See, for example, 
C141). 
(4.2) n 2 0. Suppose that corm Q + 1 2 n. Then, for N 2 0 sufficiently large, there exists a 
finite complex of dimension I N -n which is N-dual to Q. 
(This follows from (4.1). Take P to be the suspension of an (N - l)-dual of Q.) 
(4.3) T, s 2 0. Suppose that P(‘+‘-” = *, dim P I 2r + s. Then there is a finite complex Q 
with Q(‘-1) = a, dim Q I 2r, such that P is homotopy equivalent o C’Q. 
(This is well known. It may be proved by successively desuspending the attaching maps of 
P, starting from the bottom skeleton P”+‘- ‘).) 
(4.4) Let p be an odd prime; r, s 2 0 with r odd. Suppose that Per+‘- ” = * and dim P 5 pr 
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+ s + (p - 2). Then there is a finite complex Q with dim Q I pr + (p - 2) and a stable map ZsQ 
+ P which is an equivalence at (p). 
(See [6], the proof of Theorem 1.) 
We turn to the proof of Theorem 3. 
Assume dim X I m and n I corm Y + 1. 
Write d: = 6 if p = 2,2p’ - 2p - 2 if p is odd. Then h, : zf (M,) + Ai (M,) is bijective if i < d, 
surjective if i I d. It follows that hA in Theorem 3 is an isomorphism if m -n < d. We may 
assume that m - n 2 d. The proof of the theorem proceeds by a series of reductions. 
Step 1. It is enough to prove the theorem for Y finite. 
Proof. If the statement is true for each skeleton ofY, it is true for Y. By assumption, each 
skeleton is finite. 
Step 2. It is enough to prove the theorem for Y = S”, n 2 0. 
Proof: By (4.2) we can find an N-dual Z of Y with dim Z I N-n. nf {X; Y A M.) 
=n~(X~Z;S~hM,}.SetX’=XrrZ,Y’=S~,m’=m-n+N,n’=N,m’-n’=m-n. 
The assertion for X’, Y establishes the result for X, Y 
Step 3. We may assume further that X(n+d-l’ = *. 
Proof. Consider the exact sequences of the pair (X, X (n+d- ‘)) in stable cohomotopy and 
A-theory and the Hurewicz map between them: 
ni-’ (x(n+d-1); M,} _, IL$y/X(n+d-l); M,} + n:{X; Ma) + n:tX’n+d-l); Ma) 
i 
h /h jh3 ih4 
An-l(x(n+d-l); Ma} + A”{X/X’“+d-l);$.fa) +A"{X;M,) +Aa(X(n+d-l); M,) 
hl is an epimorphism and h4 an isomorphism. It follows easily that ker (h2) maps onto 
ker (h,). So we may replace X by X/X(n+d-l). 
Step 4. We may assume that m > p(n + d - 1). 
Proof: For if not we may use (4.3) ifp = 2, (4.4) if p is odd, to write X stably at the prime (p) 
as a suspension, thus decreasing m and increasing n but keeping m - n constant. 
This completes the reduction to Theorem 2. For if m > p(n + d - 1) then m - n + 3 2 
(p - l)(n + d - 1) + (d - 3). 
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